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About This Game

Engage the enemy across vast outdoor environments and expansive indoor environments as you take control of the US Army's
elite anti-terrorist unit. Delta Force Land Warrior™ introduces new weapons and characters for both single player and intense

online multiplayer via NovaWorld.

Select from a team of diverse characters, each with their own special abilities. (Sniper, Demolitions, Close Quarters
Battle, Aquatics and Heavey Gunner)

Advanced new rifles, systems, machine guns and grenade launcher

Developed from the same engine used to train the US ARMY elite Land Warrior Soldiers

Wage war on the massive battlefields of NovaWorld with up to 50 players simultaneously

Rank Yourself against your enemies and allies on NovaWorld
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Childhood nostalgia. The best fps game ever. The nostalgia that comes with this is pretty amazing! I cannot recommend this
enough. Loved this as a kid, still love it now.. An absolute classic and the one I like most in the series. Has a couple of bugs, but
it is always a joy to get back to it. Nostalgia is one hell of a drug.. If you can but this game on sales and if you are a fan of
nostalgia, this game is a nice option. Just do not expect much. There is NO MULTIPLAYER !
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Good old game but LAN multiplayer is not working.. Nostalgia disclosure.

I've been playing this for years.
The game is easily one of, if not the best, Delta Force game.

If you're willing to mod it, you'll find a rich and welcoming community for it.. Best Delta Force tbh.. the game that started
TAW. It's just as I remember back in the day! So nostalgic! My mom used to scold our dad for letting us Play this game, but
he'd still let us play it. Playing it brings me back to the good ol' days. If you're used to newer games and their good graphics like
Borderlands or Fallout new Vegas, you may not like this game. But for all of us 90's babys this game is a must have!!!. Classic
throw back first person shooter and cool addition to the Delta Force series!

This release was a great step up from the base release and the maps are expansive!

Graphically has aged for the worse but it is exactly as one would remember.

You are still limited to low resolutions which is a little disappointing but the fact that this works at all is fine for play.

I feel that based on it's age this should be $5 USD nomally but you will find these titles on sale often.. Cant find missions from
classic russian pirate localization. Also notice better textures and 2D weapon models. Russian pirate version was better! :<.
Pretty much the same than the first game. But the AI in these games is ridiculously bad.
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